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symtomatology of an illness represents at the same time a
natural attempt at healing—the heartaches, for example,
are an attempt at an emotional outburst—then we must
regard the heel symptom also as a kind of attempt at a cure.
' As the dream shows, not only the recent disappointment in
love, but all other disappointments, in school and elsewhere,
are raised to the level of a mythical occurrence by means of
this symptom, as though the patient would in some way be
helped thereby.
This seems to us very improbable. But the ancient
Egyptian priest-physicians, who chanted the hymn of the
serpent of Isis over the snake-bite, held such a belief; and
not only these, but the whole ancient world believed, as the
primitive world still believes, in magic by analogy.
We are dealing here, then, with the psychological
phenomenon at the basis of magic by analogy. We must not
think that this is an ancient superstition lying far away behind
us. If you read the text of the mass carefully, you will con-
stantly stumble upon that famous sicut, which always intro-
duces an analogy by means of which a change is to be brought
about. To mention a cogent example I may cite the fire-
making of the holy Sabbath. It is well known that in former
times the new fire'was struck from the stone, and still earlier
it was gained by boring in wood, which was a prerogative of
the church. Therefore in the prayer of the priest it is said;
" Deus, qui per Filium tuum, angular em scilicet lapidem,
charitatis tua fidelibus ignem contulisti productum ex silice,
nostris profuturum usibus, novum hunc ignem sanctified"
" 0 God, who through thy Son, who is called the cornerstone,
hast brought the fire of thy love to the faithful, make holy
for our future use this new fire struck from the fire-stone/'
By the analogy of Christ with the cornerstone, the fire-stone
is in a manner raised to the level of Christ himself, who
again kindles a new fire.
The rationalist may laugh at this. But something deep is
stirred in us; and not in us alone, but in millions of Christian

